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Notes (2): This finding-aid was last edited in October 2017.

SERIES I: ADMINISTRATIVE RECORDS AND CORRESPONDENCE

Subseries I.1: Permits and Grants

Box 01
Folder 03: 1991, University of Illinois at Chicago Application for Research Funding
Folder 05: 1991 Two copies INSTAP grant application by Fred Cooper and William Coulson “Support for the preparation of state plans and elevations of the outlying buildings at the Palace of Nestor at Pylos”
Folder 06: 1992, Minnesota Archaeological Project at the Mycenaean Palace at Pylos Cooper INSTAP funding request
Folder 07: 1992, Jack Davis application for sabbatical spring 1994
Folder 08: 1992, 1993, Grant Reports on 1992 and 1993 seasons
Folder 10: 1993, Michael Galaty NSF proposal rough draft and Greek government
Folder 11: 1993-1994, National Geographic Society Grant part 1
Folder 12: 1993-1994, National Geographic Society Grant part 2
Folder 13: 1993-1994, National Geographic Society Grant part 3
Folder 14: 1994, Eberhard Zangger National Geographic Information
Folder 15: 1993-1994, NEH Proposal part 1
Folder 17: 1993-1994, NEH Proposal part 3
Folder 19: 1994 maps of area submitted to archaeological service
Folder 20: 1994, Pollen sampling permit
Folder 21: 1994, Tom Palaima grant application to University of Texas at Austin, University Research Institute
Folder 22: 1996, Request for grant from the Foundation of the Hellenic world
Folder 23: 1996, Ministry of Culture-ASCSA permit to take and export ceramic samples and Galaty catalog floppy disk
Folder 24: 1997, 2 copies of proposal for INSTAP funding for Stage 2 of PRAP

Subseries I.2: Correspondence

Box 02
Folder 01: 1989-1993, Levine, J. (Dean of Liberal Arts and Sciences College, UIC)
Folder 02: 1990-1991, Cohen, G.
Folder 03: 1990-1991, Michael Alexander
Folder 04: 1990-1994, Applications, correspondence
Folder 05 (Advisory Committee): 1991, 1998, Jack Davis, Bill Donovan, William McDonald, Richard Hope-Simpson, and Mabel Lang concerning invitations to be on advisory committee and paper from “Contributions to Aegean Archaeology”
Folder 06: 1991, Jack Davis to Sage, M. (on PRAP plans)
Folder 07: 1991, Frances Sebastian to Jack Davis
Folder 08: 1991, Jack Davis-Mary Savina
Folder 09: 1991 McDonald, W.
Folder 11: 1991-1993 Correspondence with William Coulson, Jack Davis, and Fred Cooper concerning GPS use, NASA talk (see Subseries III.3 Folder 11 for talk), grant applications (see Subseries I.1 folder 6 for application), travel arrangements, E. Eberhard Zangger work, Minnesota 10 year plan, and coordination of two projects (see grant applications for actual application)
Folder 15: 1991, 1994, Jack Davis-James Raab-Rust, Jack Davis-project directors concerning bios
Folder 16: 1991-1996 correspondence between Eberhard Zangger and Jack Davis regarding geophysical work and Hesperia article, includes copies of letters between Hans Jansen and Eberhard Zangger as well as Eberhard Zangger and Fred Cooper
Folder 17: 1992, correspondence Oliver Dickinson-Jack Davis concerning PRAP success and Dickinson forthcoming book
Folder 18: 1992, Jim Wright and Malcom Wiener regarding concerns about excavations at Pylos led by Coulson
Folder 19: 1992, Jack Davis- Susan Fisher correspondence
Folder 20: 1992, Mauzy, G. and M., concerning air-photos
Folder 21: 1992, Jack Davis-J. G. Younger on sealstone
Folder 22: 1992, John Fleischman concerning Smithsonian article
Folder 23: 1992, 1995 Alexander, Bill
Folder 25: 1992-1993, Correspondence concerning AIA papers at 1992 and 1993 papers
Folder 26: 1992-1994, Fred Cooper
Folder 27: 1992-1994, Jack Davis-J. Bennet correspondence organization of the project (participants, housing, etc.) and photo log; on GIS
Folder 05: 1992-1994, Correspondence, Sergei Yazvenko-Jack Davis, application for Greek citizenship, proposal for palaeoecological work in PRA

Box 03
Folder 01: 1992-1994, Applications to participate in PRAP (and map of N. Hirchfeld’s route up Aigaleon)
Folder 02: 1992-1995, Jack Davis-Alcock, annotated various correspondences including Byzantine material
Folder 03: 1992-1995, N. Spencer-Jack Davis correspondence; “'Heroic time:' Monuments and the Past in Messenia Southwest Greece” draft
Folder 04: 1992-1995, Email Correspondence D. Bennet
Folder 05: 1993, 1996, Correspondence between Harriet Blitzer and Jack Davis concerning the chipped stone tools
Folder 06: 1993, Sharon Gerstel-Jack Davis Correspondence
Folder 07: 1993, Jack Davis-Brennan Foundation
Folder 08: 1993, Humanities Institute, UIC
Folder 09: 1993, Fischer, J.
Folder 11: 1994, Eberhard Zangger to Jack Davis regarding Korfmann-Rose Troy project
Folder 12: 1994, Jack Davis-Michael Timpson regarding soil sampling
Folder 13: 1994, Jack Davis-Sarah Vaughan
Folder 14: 1994, John Cherry- C. Runnels, unpublished report on the Palaeolithic tools
Folder 15: 1994, Jack Davis- Ruth Palmer
Folder 17: 1994-1997, Jack Davis and John Cherry concerning the PRAP lithics
Folder 18: 1994-1998, ASCS correspondence part 1

**Box 04**
Folder 01: 1994-1998, ASCS correspondence part 2
Folder 02: 1994-1998, ASCS correspondence part 3
Folder 03: 1995, Jack Davis-Sturt Manning correspondence with regarding results
Folder 04: 1995, Jack Davis and S. Heath (Area I maps and tract centroids)
Folder 05: 1995-1996, Jack Davis, D. Bennet, and J. Bennet annotated correspondence, about edits to site uncatalogued entries; Jack Davis and Mike Galaty concerning sending of samples
Folder 06: 1996, Yiannos Lolos, Jack Davis-Carol Zerner about maps sent by Lolos, “Mycenaean Burial at Pylos,”
Folder 07: 1996, Hellenic World Foundation
Folder 08: 1996, D. Bennet and Jack Davis email correspondence.
Folder 09: 1996-1997, D. Harlan Pell correspondence concerning Cincinnati taxes
Folder 10: 1996, D. Bennet concerning POSI Problems
Folder 11: 1996-7, Bennet correspondence
Folder 12: 1996-1997, Jack Davis-Yannis Bassiakos concerning tax reports, abstracts for a conference, application for the Wiener lab, and a visit to Cincinnati
Folder 13: May 1996, December 1998, Jack Davis-Nancy Wilkie correspondence concerning permits and photographs
Folder 14: 1997, Correspondence with Jack Davis concerning Roman pottery catalog publication
Folder 15: 1997, Debi Bennet and CW Shelmerdine correspondence
Folder 16: Study Requests (S. Lupack, J. Maran, P. Mountjoy, G. Nobis, I. Pini)
Folder 17: 1997, Correspondence Debi Harlan to Shari Stocker, grant acknowledgment
Folder 18: 1997, Jack Davis to M.B. Aberlin concerning publication of Fleischman’s paper in “The Sciences”
Folder 19: 1997-1998, Correspondence concerning recipients of PRAP Hesperia article offprints
Folder 20: 1998, Note from M. Lang to Jack Davis about PRAP II offprint
Folder 21: Jack Davis-Sheila Walton correspondence concerning air photographs

*Subseries I.3: Director’s Notebooks and Guest Notebooks*

**Box 05**
Notebook 17: Director’s Notebook 92-95
Notebook 18: Guestbook I
Notebook 19: Guestbook II
See Subseries II.4 folder 9 for photocopies of director’s logbook 1996

*Subseries I.4: Survey Accounts*

**Box 06**
Folder 01: Summer 1991 Receipts
Folder 02: 1991-1992, Merchandise National Bank account
Folder 03: 1992, Receipt from Institute of Geology and Mineral Exploration
Folder 04: Summer 1992 Receipts
Folder 05: 1992-1993, List of addresses for donors to PRAP, pledges, and letters concerning donations
Folder 06: Fall 1992/ Spring 1993 (Stopped 12/09/93) Receipts, reimbursements etc.
Folder 07: 1993, Records of travel expenses for Sebastian Heath and his contract
Folder 08: Summer 1993 Receipts
Folder 09: 1994 Jack Davis Travel
Folder 10: Accounts 92-93
Folder 11: 1996, Emailed receipt for purchasing Lasso 1.0 website design software

**SERIES II: SURVEY RECORDS**

**Subseries II.1: Notebooks**

**Box 07**
- Notebook 03: Area A 92, vol. I
- Notebook 04: Area A 92, vol. II
- Notebook 05: Area A 92, vol. III
- Notebook 06: Area B 92, vol. I
- Notebook 07: Area B 92, vol. II
- Notebook 08: Area C 92, vol. I
- Notebook 09: Area C 92, vol. II
- Notebook 10: Area D 93, vol. I
- Notebook 11: Area D 93, vol. II
- Notebook 12: Area D 93, vol. III
- Notebook 14: Area E 93, vol. II
- Notebook 15: Area E 93, vol. III

**Box 08**
- Binder 01: A 92, vol. I (notebook photocopy)
- Binder 02: A 92, vols. II and III (notebook photocopy)
- Binder 03: B 92, vols. I and II (notebook photocopy)
- Binder 04: C 92, vols. I and II (notebook photocopy)
- Binder 05: D 93, vol. I (notebook photocopy)
- Binder 06: D 93, vols. II and III (notebook photocopy)
- Binder 07: E 93, vol. I (notebook photocopy)
- Binder 08: E 93, vols. II and III (notebook photocopy)
- Binder 09: G 93, vols. I and II (notebook photocopy)
- Binder 10: G 93, vols. III and IV (notebook photocopy)
- Binder 11: H 93, vol. I (notebook photocopy)

**Box 09**
- Notebook 01: Area G 93, vol. I
- Notebook 02: Area G 93, vol. I
- Notebook 03: Area G 93, vol. II
- Notebook 04: Area G 93, vol. III
- Notebook 05: Area G 93, vol. IV
Notebook 06: Area H 94
Notebook 07: Area I 92
Notebook 08: Area I 93, 94, 95
Notebook 09: Area K 94, vol. I
Notebook 10: Area K 94, vol. II
Notebook 11: Area K 94, vol. III
Notebook 13: Area L 94, vol. II
Notebook 14: Area M 94, vol. I
Notebook 15: Area M 94, vol. II
Notebook 16: Area M 94, vol. III

**Box 10**
Binder 01: I 92, vol. I (notebook photocopy)
Binder 02: I 93, (notebook photocopy)
Binder 03: I 94, (notebook photocopy)
Binder 04: I 95, (notebook photocopy)
Binder 05: K 94, vol. I, II, and III (notebook photocopy)
Binder 06: L 94, vols. I and II (notebook photocopy)
Binder 07: M 94, vols. I, II, and III (notebook photocopy)
Binder 08: contains following two folders
   Folder 01: Information on Margeli (1995 notebooks photocopies)
   Folder 02: Margeli Structure Forms (photocopies)

**Subseries II.2: Forms**
*Area Museum Tracking Forms, Artifact Summary Forms, and Catalogue Pottery Forms*

**Box 11**
Folder 01 (Museum): Notes on form formatting; edits to forms and cataloging codes
Folder 02: Area A 92, 94 MTF, ASF, CPF,
Folder 03: Area B 92 MTF, ASF, CPF, including Forms found in Chora sent by Jack Davis to JLB
Folder 04: Area B 93, 94 MTF, ASF, CPF
Folder 05: Area C 92, 94 MTF, ASF,CPF
Folder 06: Area D 93, 94 MTF, ASF, CPF
Folder 07: Area E 93 MTF, ASF, CPF
Folder 08: Area G 93, 94 MTF, ASF, CPF
Folder 09: Area H 94 ASF, CPF; Area I 92 MTF, ASF, CPF
Folder 10: Area I 93-95 MTF, ASF, CPF
Folder 11: Area K 94 MTF ASF, CPF
Folder 12: Area L 94 MTF, ASF, CPF
Folder 13: Area M 94, 95 MTF, ASF, CPF

*Photocopies Area Museum Tracking Forms, Ceramic Summary Forms, Artifact Summary Forms, Catalogue Pottery Forms, Small Finds Forms*

**Box 12**
Spiral-Bound Binder 01: Area A 92 MTF, CSF, CPF
Spiral-Bound Binder 02: Area A4 94 MTF, ASF, CPF
Spiral-Bound Binder 03: Area B 92 MTF, CSF, CPF
Spiral-Bound Binder 04: Area B 92 CPF
Spiral-Bound Binder 05: Area B/C/I 92 SFF
Spiral-Bound Binder 06: Area B 93 MTF, ASF, CPF
Spiral-Bound Binder 07: Area B2 94 ASF, CPF
Spiral-Bound Binder 08: Area C 92 MTF, CSF, CPF
Spiral-Bound Binder 09: Area C 92 CPF

*Photocopies Area Museum Tracking Forms, Artifact Summary Forms, Catalogue Pottery Forms, Ceramic Summary Forms, and Notebooks*

**Box 13**
- Spiral-Bound Binder 01: Area C 94 MTF, CPF
- Spiral-Bound Binder 02: Area D 93 MTF, ASF, CPF
- Spiral-Bound Binder 03: Area E 93 MTF, ASF, CPF
- Spiral-Bound Binder 04: Area G 93 MTF, ASF, CPF
- Spiral-Bound Binder 05: G1 94 MTF, ASF, CPF
- Spiral-Bound Binder 06: H 94 ASF, CPF, notebook vol. I photocopy
- Spiral-Bound Binder 07: Area I 92 MTF, CSF, CPF
- Spiral-Bound Binder 08: Area I 92 CPF
- Spiral-Bound Binder 09: Area I 93 MTF, ASF, CPF

*Photocopies Area Museum Tracking Forms, Artifact Summary Forms, Catalogue Pottery Forms, and Small Finds Forms*

**Box 14**
- Spiral-Bound Binder 01: Area I 94 MTF, CPF
- Spiral-Bound Binder 02: Area K 94 ASF, CPF
- Spiral-Bound Binder 03: Area L 94 ASF, CPF
- Spiral-Bound Binder 04: Area M 94 ASF, CPF
- Spiral-Bound Binder 05: 1992-1993, SFF
- Spiral-Bound Binder 06: 1993-1994, SFF
- Folder 01: PRAP Catalogued pottery forms for UMME material
- Folder 02: Small Finds (001-579)
- Folder 03: Small Finds (580-1520)

*POSI Record Forms, Grid Collection Forms, Tract Sketch Plans*

**Box 15**
- Folder 01: Areas A, B, C
- Folder 02: Areas D, E, G
- Folder 03: E1 1993, POSI information (photocopy w/ a note by JB, mailed to Jack Davis and SRS on 11/15)
- Folder 04: Area I
- Folder 05: Areas K, L, M
- Folder 06: 1992-1993, POSI forms
- Folder 07: PRAP 1994 POSI forms
- Folder 08: Final POSI Forms 1995
Folder 09: Areas A-M MFF, Beylerbey and Palace Books

*Track Layout Feedback Forms*

**Box 16**
- Box 0E Folder 01: Area D 93 TLF
- Box 0E Folder 02: Area E 93 TLF
- Box 0E Folder 03: Area G 93 TLF
- Box 0E Folder 04: Area K 94 TLF
- Box 0E Folder 05: Area L 94 TLF
- Box 0E Folder 06: Area M 94 TLF

*POSI Record Forms and Museum Feedback Forms (Photocopies)*

**Box 17**
- Binder 01: Areas A, B, C POSI/MFF
- Binder 02: Areas D, E, G POSI/MFF
- Binder 03: Area I 1-17 1992 POSI/MFF
- Binder 04: Area I 18-29 1993 and 1994 POSI/MFF
- Binder 05: Areas K, L, M POSI/MFF

*POSI Artifact Tract Summaries and Artifact Processing Forms*

**Box 18**
- Spiral-Bound Binder 01: A4 (Ayia Sotira (Metamorfosi))
- Spiral-Bound Binder 02: B1 (Hora, Trandafyllies (Cemetery))
- Spiral-Bound Binder 03: B2 (Kavalaria (Hora))
- Spiral-Bound Binder 04: B7 (Palace of Nestor Lower Town)
- Spiral-Bound Binder 05: C1 (Alafinorema (Traganan))
- Spiral-Bound Binder 06: C2 (Aladina (Metamorfosi))
- Spiral-Bound Binder 07: C3 (Voroulia (Traganan))
- Spiral-Bound Binder 08: C4 (Hassan Aga (Traganan))
- Spiral-Bound Binder 09: E1 (Glyfadaki (Romanou))
- Spiral-Bound Binder 10: G1 (Dialiskari (Marathoupolis))
- Spiral-Bound Binder 11: I4 (Romanou)
- Spiral-Bound Binder 12: I20 (Nozaina (Vromoneri))
- Spiral-Bound Binder 13: K1 (Ordines (Gargaliani))
- Spiral-Bound Binder 14: K2 (Ayia Sotira (Gargaliani))
- Spiral-Bound Binder 15: L1 (Koutsoveri (Margeli))
- Spiral-Bound Binder 16: L2 (Karvouni (Margeli))
- Spiral-Bound Binder 17: L4 (Velika (Margeli))
- Spiral-Bound Binder 18: M2 (Kazantina (2) (Gargaliani))
- Spiral-Bound Binder 19: M3 (Ayios Georgios (Valta))

*Clicker Slips*

**Box 19**
- Box 01: A 92: clicker slips
- Box 02: B 92: clicker slips
- Box 03: C 92: clicker slips
Box 04: D 93: clicker slips

**Box 20**
- Box 01: E 93: clicker slips
- Box 02: G 93: clicker slips
- Box 03: I 92-95, H 94: clicker slips
- Box 04: K 94: clicker slips

**Box 21**
- Box 01: L 94: clicker slips
- Box 02: M 94: clicker slips

**Box 22**
Spiral-Bound Binder 01: Site and Artifact Catalog, Fall 1996 [PRAP ONLINE?]
Spiral-Bound Binder 02: 1996, Site and Artifact Catalog

*Subseries II.3: Illustrative and Photographic Records*

**II.3.i: Records/Lists**

**Box 23**
- Spiral-Bound Binder 01: Photo Log I/1992-1993
- Folder 01: Photolog 1993 (photocopy)
- Spiral-Bound Binder 02: Photo Log II/1994-last
- Spiral-Bound Binder 03: Illustration Records
- Folder 02: Illustration Record 1992-1993
- Folder 03: Drawing log 1993 (28-82)
- Folder 04: Drawing log 1994 (83-145)
- Folder 05: Drawing log 1995 (150-193)
- Folder 06: PRAP Drawing info SRS 3/1999
- Spiral-Bound Binder 04: 1996, Photo Log (Negs) and Roll List (10/96)
- Folder 07: Miscellaneous sketches
- Folder 08: Drawing/Photograph Tracking Forms

**II.3.ii: Photographs and Slides**

**Box 24**
- Spiral-Bound Binder 01: Contact Sheets and Museum Negatives(R#201-288, 293) museum
- Spiral-Bound Binder 02: Contact Sheets and Negatives—Field (R#001-162)
- Box 01: Slides, Duplicates 2 sets of general photos

**Box 31**
Slides – Field (Rolls #1-3, 5-6, 12, 15-16, 19, 22, 25, 39, 32, 47-49, 50-63, and 81)

**Box 32**
Slides – Field (Rolls #86-96, 98-101, 104, and 127-141)

**Box 33**
Slides – Field (Rolls #144-145, 147, 150-159, Sandy Pylos, Hall 64, Castellan)
Slides – Museum (Rolls #287, 289-292)

Box 34

Subseries II.4: Unpublished Reports/Records
Box 25
Folder 01: 1992, Inventory Report, A, C Team and Team member evaluations
Folder 02: PRAP 1992 Season AIA Paper
Folder 03: 1993 Team D, G, and Wayne Lee’s team member evaluation.
Folder 04: PRAP 1993 Season AIA Paper
Folder 05: 1994, Team reports, M, H, L, K
Folder 06: 1994, Yiannos Lolos Preliminary notes on the Neolithic Pottery and pottery drawings
Folder 07: 1994, Radiocarbon dating results (Beta analytic)
Folder 08: 1994-1996 Falko Kuhnke geophysical reports and Kuhnke-Jack Davis correspondence concerning
Folder 09: 1996, Photocopies of director’s logbook
Folder 10: Marathoupolis Dialiskari inscription publications
Book 02: PRAP I copy and 2 chapters of Sandy Pylos

Subseries II.5: Other Survey Records
Box 26
Folder 01: Messenian Fabrics (HL-R), UMME site numbers
Folder 02: Museum work directions handout.
Folder 03: Blank forms
Folder 04: Place names list
Folder 05: Pottery catalogue Romanou Pottery: Roman 7/95
Folder 06: Beylerbey-POSI I1 grid squares studied in 1992
Folder 07: “Debi Files” PRAP Catalogued Pottery and Small Finds Codes
Folder 08: “Debi Files” PRAP Museum Tasks
Folder 09: “Debi Files” Associated and Contiguous Tracts
Folder 10: “Debi Files” Film Check out List 1995
Folder 11: “Debi Files” Solved issues
Folder 13: PRAP personnel 1992-93 and PRAP applicants 1994
Folder 14: UMME catalog of sites
Folder 15: Historical sources on Messenia

SERIES III: STUDIES AND PUBLICATIONS
Subseries III.1: Original Manuscripts Submitted for Publication

Box 27
Folder 01: Hesperia 66.3 PRAP I: handwritten notes, ASCSA correspondence, reader comments, galleys.
Folder 02: Hesperia 66.3 PRAP I: Revised Galleys
Folder 03: Hesperia 66.3 PRAP I: as submitted for review
Folder (book) 04: Hesperia 66.3 PRAP I (bound copy)
Folder 05: Hesperia 66.3 PRAP I: Illustration Originals
Folder 06: Hesperia 66.3 PRAP I: Illustrations
Folder 07: Hesperia 66.4 PRAP II: Draft w/ annotations by Jack Davis, Eberhard Zangger revised text (w/ Jack Davis annotations), Early draft by M.E. Timpson (w/ floppy disk)
Folder 08: Hesperia 66.4 PRAP II: Pageproofs
Folder 09: Hesperia 66.4 PRAP II: third draft (05/03/95) and notes, J. Knauss report (Zum moglichen Seehafen des Mykenischen Pylos und zur Lauferlegung des Selas am Ende von SH III B)
Folder 10: Wiener Festschrift CWS comments (10/04/1997)
Folder 11: F.A. Cooper “Satellite Spectral Data and Archaeological Reconnaissance in Western Greece,” and NASA talk on same topic
Folder 12: “Lower Town” pottery density maps, ГУΣ map nos. of study area, and pollen core analysis
Folder 13: Sharon Gerstel “The Late Medieval Settlement at Panakton: A Preliminary Report” and Historical Periods: Early Christian through Early Modern” with edits, miscellaneous notes and floppy disk
Folder 14: Tumuli (notes and draft of “A Tumulus by Any Other Name May Not Be…: Monumental Burial and Territoriality in Prehistoric Messenia.”)
Folder 15: Wayne Lee “Catalog of the ‘Modern’ Landscape” with edits
Folder 16: Siriol Davis, “Venetian Messenia: Administration, land-holding and settlement patterns in Navarino AD 1695-1705,” correspondence between Siriol Davis and Susan Alcock, edited draft and report regarding research in Venice for paper

Subseries III.2: Sandy Pylos

III.2.i: Administrative Records and Correspondence
Box 28
Folder 01: Pylos and Pylians outline schema and proposal to Thames and Hudson
Folder 02: University of Texas Press Info
Folder 03: Sandy Pylos Illustration Correspondence (Illustration permissions: correspondence, accounts paid)
Folder 04: R. J. Robertson correspondence on Hesperia and Sandy Pylos illustrations

III.2.ii: Illustrative and Photographic Records
Folder 05: Sandy Pylos Negatives (Shot from books) (To File negatives, etc.)
Folder 06: Sandy Pylos, illustrations first draft, Spring 1996.
Folder 07: Sandy Pylos, illustration Mock-Ups (1996)
Folder 08: Sandy Pylos, Complete Illustrations (extras)
III.2.iii: Original Manuscripts
Folder 09: Pylos and Pylians outline and draft
Folder 10: Sandy Pylos Original Chapter Manuscripts
Folder 11: Proofs of various chapters (Gerstel, Stone, Eberhard Zangger, Nelson, Bennet, Shelmerdine, Nigel, Charles, Popi and Maria, Ann)
Folder 12: Text file revisions 1996-1997 (N. Spencer (and disk), Eberhard Zangger, S. Alcock (and disk), C. Watkinson, Y. Lolos), proofs w/ annotations by S. E. J. Gerstel, and related correspondence
Folder 13: Sandy Pylos Text revisions 06/97-08/97
Folder 14: Proofs of manuscript and index (w/annotations by C.W. Shelmerdine)
Folder 15: Proofs of index and chapter manuscripts (w/ annotations by S. Gerstel, C.W. Shelmerdine, J. Bennet, Jack Davis)
Folder 16: Index draft with annotations
Folder 17: Index draft with annotations, correspondence regarding index
Folder 18: Sandy Pylos (w/ annotations by P. Acheson)
Folder 19: Proofs of manuscript with annotations

Box 29
Folder 01: Copyedited manuscript with note about Zip Disks
Folder 02: Copyedited manuscript, as submitted spring 1997
Folder 03: Copyedited manuscript
Manuscript in 2 vols (red books)

SERIES IV: OTHER RECORDS

Box 30
Folder 01: 2 “blocks” with miscellaneous notes
Folder 02: List of supplies
Folder 03: Box 0R Folder 01 7 PRAP Senior Personnel addresses, 1992 Business Cards
Folder 05: The PRAP Rapper No. 2, 1993.
Folder 06: Box 0R FOLDER 05: PRAP files transported to the US (1994?) and To do list
Folder 07: Box 0R FOLDER 05 3 Coins Worksheet
Folder 08: Newspaper Clippings
Folder 10: Friends of Pylos Tour, questions to be resolved
Folder 11: Nestoreia 1993
Folder 12: PRAP Newsletters
Folder 13: Mementos
Folder 14: Minnesota Archaeological Project Participants CVs and travel arrangements
Folder 15: Epigraphical index and scale advertisement
Folder 16: 1992 Advertisement for MAWRP and application for participation
Folder 17: Olympus 35 mm/70 mm camera instruction manual